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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I was contacted
immediately on a Sunday and we made a deal the next day! I'm very happy with my purchase
and the attention to detail I received from Sales to give me the exact car I wanted! I got a
response the morning after I requested more information on the vehicle. The process of making
this purchase was easy and I love my new ride. Customer service was above and beyond.
Dealer altered the car price by a thousand dollars, after announced a few days, at a ,00 dollars
less. PS: I was going to pay everything upfront. I talked to the dealer directly and they answered
all my questions about the car I ,inquired about. The very next day. I like fast service. Car was
sold. Hoped to discussed buying a Land Cruiser. Sales lady transferred me to her manager. He
promised to get info and call me in three or four minutes. Two weeks later, still waiting. Jason
was great! Ed was very helpful, in fact we'd have to say that he went above and beyond. He
spent a great deal of time making sure we were comfortable with all amenities and were very
familiar with the way the vehicle drove. He did a great job an we would definitely recommend
him to anyone interested in buying a used vehicle. I had waisted a week trying to buy a vehicle. I
finally got someone who said that they could not sell a financed with Westlake Financial.
Reason is registration and taxes. These guys were phenomenal to deal with. They cut the best
price in the area without fighting over price. Love it took it home only hours after the test drive,
very professional, Camilla did a great job. Filled out the loan application online to speed up the
process but was still in the dealership over three hours. Started out working with one person on
the phone and was passed to another person when I arrived and that person was too busy and
got transferred to another person. The staff was friendly enough. The dealer would not offer a
price out the door and requested me to come in which is not possible since I live miles away. JP
was great! Quick response time. Loved how easy it was to show up and roll out with a new
truck. We will be back again! Though I ended up buying a different cat elsewhere, I was given
excellent care by Rhiannon. When I told her we bought a different car, she congratulated me
and took the high road. Katrina was amazing! They were awesome from the moment I walked in
til the moment I walked out with my car. Anthony Maietta contacted me via text and said that
they had come to the price I wanted for a silver Toyota Tacoma with everything included TTLN
and all the accessoies I wanted, but when I called he said it was'nt for the silver truck. It was for
a white one and that he couldn't get me into the silver truck with the price I was looking for.
Very dissapointed! Best car buying experience I've ever had! We drove from Texas to pick up
the vehicle, and John had everything ready to go when we arrived! We only spent about an hour
from walking in to driving out! Very thorough and very efficient! They get 5 stars from me! The
dealership and Allonzo were great to work with. I would still recommend Family Toyota of
Burleson to others that are looking for a new vehicle. Great experience with Henry our
salesman. The sales manager also made sure to meet all of our needs. We traveled from
Houston because the deal, and service was far better than anything around here. A bit pushy on
trying me to get a cosigner or give up one of my two vehicles that still has a creditor on them.
Needless to say I left that day with no deal, but then miraculously the next day they found a
bank that would do a loan within my request. But, I moved on and found a truck I wanted from
another dealer that worked with my parameters and was 14 years newer! Never answered my
questions, only interested in when I can come In to do a deal, so carsalesmen like. Excellent
response time. Excellent online support from Barry Fox and James Haas. James even prepared
a personalized video of the truck to help us understand the condition and details about the
vehicle. I would not hesitate to refer anyone to this dealership. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. New Toyota 4Runner for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi
75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota 4Runner listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Lowest price first. CarGurus User.
Authorized Toyota Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Toyota dealers in Atlanta GA. Toyota dealers in
Chicago IL. Toyota dealers in Dallas TX. Toyota dealers in Houston TX. Toyota dealers in Los
Angeles CA. Toyota dealers in Miami FL. Toyota dealers in New York NY. Toyota dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Toyota dealers in Washington DC. Toyota 4Runner For Sale. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They reached out in response to my
query in a timely fashion. I did end up buying the car I was looking at from them; the experience
was very pleasant. Fantastic dealership! They were fairly responsive once we got established. In

lieu of waiting for the completed posting, they sent several pictures and answered any
questions I had. Very nice staff, I ended up not buying from them, but very professional! Not
pushy at all. Dealer response was good. I was unable to purchase the car at this time due to
travel restrictions. Immediately called back, very easy to work with no hassles. They Stayed
past closing time to complete the sale. Manager and sales men very down to earth personalities.
Will absolutely buy another vehicle here in the future. None of my questions were answered.
Just a form letter Great experience! The guy, Peter made me feel at home. He went thru
everything, step by step! He stuck with me from the greeting thru the final signature! Due to the
covid, times are a little stressful and financially hard. I didn't hav money to put down, but I was
ok'd, and left with the car I wanted and not settling. Not too thrilled about it. The purchase of the
vehicle was simple and quick. I would recommend anyone looking for a new or used car go to
Koons in Westminster! Dealer was quick in getting back and outreach was helpful but was
looking for something closer to home which is 40 miles away. I bought this car and Chad Martin
was my salesperson. He was helpful and worked with me to finance the vehicle and it was a
pleasure to buy with Jones. I would highly recommend it. Aron got the answers to all my
questions, definitely a stellar dealership The vehicle had scratches which wasn't listed in the
description which it was raining out side so we was unable to see the scratches they should
have told us. The Dealership and employees where excellent thanks to The Salesman he was
spectacular. Matt Hands was perfect. I was shopping vans from Africa, and the dealer was
helpful. They made the purchase possible. This by far was the easiest and most pleasant car
shopping experience I have ever had, everyone was helpful and friendly and willing to work with
you. I would recommend them to anyone!!! Awesome they have very nice cars bought this Audi
today Matt is a good person to deal with!! The dealer didn't have the unit onsite. Tge salesman
said was a trade in, but the customer still had the vehicle. Heritage was very responsive. We
were able to work out a deal and purchase the car. Pinkley King was our sake contact and was
excellent; quick responses, very knowledgeable and personal. Unlike crossovers, SUVs are
rugged, body-on-frame vehicles that trade efficient use of space and fuel for capability, whether
it be hauling heavy loads or crawling over rocks. Such has been the appeal of the Toyota
4Runner, a rear-wheel-drive RWD or 4-wheel-drive 4WD model that has filled that role since it
was first introduced in the mids. CarGurus has reviewed the Toyota 4Runner several times in
recent years, recognizing it with the following overall scores: 8. Pros : Off-road capability, resale
value Cons : Fuel economy, lack of engine choices and refinement, dated design, absence of
key features, mediocre safety scores. The fifth-generation 4Runner debuted for the model year,
offering somewhat tighter interior accommodations compared to its predecessor and sharing
various bits and pieces with the Tacoma pickup an FJ Cruiser SUV. Available with standard
5-passenger or optional 7-passenger seating, the 4Runner could be ordered in Base, SR5,
Limited, or Trail Edition guise and, depending on configuration, RWD or a choice of part-time or
full-time 4WD systems. This year also saw the introduction of an available horsepower 2. These
mechanical changes led to towing capacity dropping from a maximum of 7, lbs. Nothing
noteworthy changed for and, not surprisingly, the underpowered 4-cylinder engine was dropped
for the model year. These included a freshened appearance highlighted by a massive new grille
and slimmer headlights, interior tweaks, and added safety features like a rearview camera and
anti-sway control for towing. For , the Toyota 4Runner lineup expanded with the launch of the
off-road-oriented TRD Pro trim level and its upgraded suspension components. Various
package updates followed in , and then a black-accented Nightshade Special Edition arrived for
the model year. As the Toyota 4Runner entered the model year, it underwent a host of
significant upgrades, the least of which was the introduction of a Venture trim level accented by
unique wheels and a standard roof rack. This focus on tech had been sorely missing in the
4Runner. A new, sixth-generation 4Runner is said to be in development but, at the time of this
writing, no details have been released. By , Toyota had completed its fourth overhaul of the
4Runner. What had once been a rather bare-bones 2-door SUV with a removable hardtop had
transformed into a relatively sophisticated, 4-door multitool. Larger than the model it replaced,
the Toyota 4Runner provided seating for 5 and, for the first time, an optional 4. This engine was
mated to a 5-speed automatic transmission and was shared with the Tundra pickup, which
debuted a few years earlier. Alternatively, shoppers could opt for the standard 4. Typically, little
changes immediately following a redesign, yet the 4Runner offered a newly available reversing
camera and third-row seat. For , the 4-speed automatic transmission was dropped and the V8
gained horsepower figures were later revised to horsepower for the V6 and horsepower for the
V8 , while the 4Runner was treated to freshened styling. As the fourth-generation Toyota
4Runner entered what would be the end of its run, standard side-curtain and front-side airbags
were added and then, in , a Trail Edition model arrived with locking differentials and other
upgrades. Vehicles such as the Nissan Pathfinder , once a genuine SUV ready to tackle gnarly

terrain, have since morphed into crossovers with less off-road capability. The same can be said,
to varying degrees, of models like the Ford Explorer and Chevrolet Blazer. Clearly, there remain
plenty of buyers for rugged body-on-frame SUVs. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Toyota 4Runner. Email me price
drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. AutoOne Lancaster, PA CarGurus
User. Request Information. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Pros : Off-road capability, resale value
Cons : Fuel economy, lack of engine choices and refinement, dated design, absence of key
features, mediocre safety scores Model Generations Present Toyota 4Runner: 5th Generation In
car design terms, 10 years might as well be a century. Read more. Even in its expensive Limited
trim, the Toyota 4Runner remains clearly purpose-built for tackling terrain. Whether on a dusty
cow path or snowy mountain road, the 4Runner looks most in its element whe. When
crossovers rule, room is scarce for true off-road SUVs. Still, the 4Runner has managed to
soldier on during times when fuel economy and plush rides are more coveted than the ability to
drive over. Koons Westminster Toyota. Bennett Toyota of Lebanon. Toyota 4Runner Reviews
Review. I have had a Lexus and 2 different 4 Runners. It would be nice if it had the push button
lift for the tail gate but no big deal. Ive only had it a week but I really like it. The rear window rolls
down which will be handy this summer to carry my kayak. The cargo area is very spacious. I like
having 4WD since I work in a hospital and have to be there no matter what. The manager at the
dealership said, Once you buy a Toyota you become a lifer. Why Use CarGurus? Toyota dealers
in York PA. Toyota dealers in Hanover PA. Toyota dealers in Harrisburg PA. Toyota dealers in
Lancaster PA. Toyota dealers in Baltimore MD. Toyota dealers in Reading PA. Toyota dealers in
Newark DE. Toyota dealers in Hagerstown MD. Toyota dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. It was outstanding, quick, informative,
professional, and they made me feel comfortable throughout the whole process. And they
delivered my new car to my job the next day. The Dealer was friendly and really wanted to help
me find a car. I enjoyed the experience. He was helpful and very knowledgeable about the
vehicle. Jon made my trip to Littleton a productive and provided me with a new vehicle that I
really wanted at the price that I could afford. Horrible experience, they dont listen run your
credit through everyone they have, cgarge your deposit without financing approval and then
sell car out from under you.. The dealership got back to me very quick and the sales
representative was very helpful with everything. I would love to buy this truck to but would
rather have the F SuperCrew Cab!!! Fast, friendly and no hard sell pressure. I was able to view
vehicles on the internet and determined a fair and competitive price. Zia was able to explain
financing options and sale was completed in a timely manner. Ended up buying a vehicle from
them. Friendly Staff. Overall a very smooth buying experience. The way it should be. Awesome
experience. Very responsive people. Pricing was very competitive without arm twisting. Totally
worked with me on financing aspect. Would much rather work with these guys than an actual
dealership. Said the car I inquired about was sold but it stayed on their website and CarGurus
for weeks after. Was it just to hook buyers and sell them another car? Very fast and
professional to answer any question over the phone! I bought the car I wanted, I even told them
I was running late and they stayed till after closing time for me but I got it! Would give them a
negative star if possible. Felt a lil profiled. Gave me a low offer on my trade in. Every other
customer had more than one person helping them was left alone for like 5 minutes while I was
left alone at the least for 30 minutes. I never went to this dealership but they responded quickly
to my email request for information. After waiting 45 minutes, I left and purchased a vehicle
from another dealer. Very helpful and informative. It was such a great experience working with
them and such an easy process to purchase the vehicle. The sales team performed better than
most. I flew in late from California. They picked me up from the airport, had my car ready, and
the paperwork as well. Great experience all around. I inquired about the fact the vehicle showed
had an accident on records. But seller did respond back very quickly, but they could not
provide any specifics about it. So I decided to keep looking. Everyone was very nice and
helpful, salesmen were not as pushy as some other dealerships. When I arrived about a Focus
ST I made an appointment for, they told me it had yet to undergo inspection so I could not see
or drive the vehicle, even though I drove about 1 hour to go see it. After some pushback they
agreed to finish the inspection within 30 minutes and then let me drive the car. Experience was

overall decent and would definitely recommend since they are a well established dealership.
Drove one hour to see vehicle. It had hail damage that was not disclosed by the salesperson
until I saw it myself. I asked for a discount for the hail damage. He went back to ask someone if I
could have the discount. He came back to me and said that the hail damage was already
factored into the price. He just basically wasted my time. Bought a new one somewhere else.
The rep was horrible!!!! I asked for pictures of the car and it took days to get those. I asked to
test drive the car all to find out that they sold it!!!! I would never purchase a vehicle from them!
Marc was very professional, helpful and knowledgeable. I purchased the corvette that was
offered. My overall experience was excellent and highly recommend this dealership. This
dealership was awesome from the salesman to the manager to the finance manager they took
what I wanted and ran with it and made it happen and I left super satisfied with a new to me
vehicle. Randy is a stellar salesman. He answered my inquiry within minutes. He was able to get
me into the right vehicle within my budget and needs. The financing approval was done within
minutes of sitting down at the negotiation time. I highly recommend Carfinders for your next
vehicle or second vehicle. They also have clean vehicles. Great experience. Randy was great.
Car was exactly as advertised. No high pressure. Would definitely go back and have already
recommended them. Lab Mom. Although I chose to buy another car, Bespoke was prompt with
their response to my inquiry. Great Service, accurate information. Isaac and his staff were
excellent to deal with. Purchased our CX-3 over the Internet. Never saw the car other than the
pix and description that Isaac gave me. The vehicle was exactly what he said it was and it was in
great shape. Would recommend them to anyone. I set up an appointment to see this car and
after driving over 2 hours to see it, I saw the car drive off because it had been sold right before I
arrived. The salesman then tried to sell me a car for twice the price. Unlike crossovers, SUVs are
rugged, body-on-frame vehicles that trade efficient use of space and fuel for capability, whether
it be hauling heavy loads or crawling over rocks. Such has been the appeal of the Toyota
4Runner, a rear-wheel-drive RWD or 4-wheel-drive 4WD model that has filled that role since it
was first introduced in the mids. CarGurus has reviewed the Toyota 4Runner several times in
recent years, recognizing it with the following overall scores: 8. Pros : Off-road capability, resale
value Cons : Fuel economy, lack of engine choices and refinement, dated design, absence of
key features, mediocre safety scores. The fifth-generation 4Runner debuted for the model year,
offering somewhat tighter interior accommodations compared to its predecessor and sharing
various bits and pieces with the Tacoma pickup an FJ Cruiser SUV. Available with standard
5-passenger or optional 7-passenger seating, the 4Runner could be ordered in Base, SR5,
Limited, or Trail Edition guise and, depending on configuration, RWD or a choice of part-time or
full-time 4WD systems. This year also saw the introduction of an available horsepower 2. These
mechanical changes led to towing capacity dropping from a maximum of 7, lbs. Nothing
noteworthy changed for and, not surprisingly, the underpowered 4-cylinder engine was dropped
for the model year. These included a freshened appearance highlighted by a massive new grille
and slimmer headlights, interior tweaks, and added safety features like a rearview camera and
anti-sway control for towing. For , the Toyota 4Runner lineup expanded with the launch of the
off-road-oriented TRD Pro trim level and its upgraded suspension components. Various
package updates followed in , and then a black-accented Nightshade Special Edition arrived for
the model year. As the Toyota 4Runner entered the model year, it underwent a host of
significant upgrades, the least of which was the introduction of a Venture trim level accented by
unique wheels and a standard roof rack. This focus on tech had been sorely missing in the
4Runner. A new, sixth-generation 4Runner is said to be in development but, at the time of this
writing, no details have been released. By , Toyota had completed its fourth overhaul of the
4Runner. What had once been a rather bare-bones 2-door SUV with a removable hardtop had
transformed into a relatively sophisticated, 4-door multitool. Larger than the model it replaced,
the Toyota 4Runner provided seating for 5 and, for the first time, an optional 4. This engine was
mated to a 5-speed automatic transmission and was shared with the Tundra pickup, which
debuted a few years earlier. Alternatively, shoppers could opt for the standard 4. Typically, little
changes immediately following a redesign, yet the 4Runner offered a newly available reversing
camera and third-row seat. For , the 4-speed automatic transmission was dropped and the V8
gained horsepower figures were later revised to horsepower for the V6 and horsepower for the
V8 , while the 4Runner was treated to freshened styling. As the fourth-generation Toyota
4Runner entered what would be the end of its run, standard side-curtain and front-side airbags
were added and then, in , a Trail Edition model arrived with locking differentials and other
upgrades. Vehicles such as the Nissan Pathfinder , once a genuine SUV ready to tackle gnarly
terrain, have since morphed into crossovers with less off-road capability. The same can be said,
to varying degrees, of models like the Ford Explorer and Chevrolet Blazer. Clearly, there remain
plenty of buyers for rugged body-on-frame SUVs. We'll help you find great deals among the

millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Toyota 4Runner. Email me price
drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. Arapahoe Kia Englewood, CO
CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Pros : Off-road capability, resale
value Cons : Fuel economy, lack of engine choices and refinement, dated design, absence of
key features, mediocre safety scores Model Generations Present Toyota 4Runner: 5th
Generation In car design terms, 10 years might as well be a century. Read more. Even in its
expensive Limited trim, the Toyota 4Runner remains clearly purpose-built for tackling terrain.
Whether on a dusty cow path or snowy mountain road, the 4Runner looks most in its element
whe. When crossovers rule, room is scarce for true off-road SUVs. Still, the 4Runner has
managed to soldier on during times when fuel economy and plush rides are more coveted than
the ability to drive over. Groove Toyota. Larry H. Miller Toyota Boulder. Toyota 4Runner
Reviews Review. I have had a Lexus and 2 different 4 Runners. It would be nice if it had the
push button lift for the tail gate but no big deal. Ive only had it a week but I really like it. The rear
window rolls down which will be handy this summer to carry my kayak. The cargo area is very
spacious. I like having 4WD since I work in a hospital and have to be there no matter what. The
manager at the dealership said, Once you buy a Toyota you become a lifer. Why Use CarGurus?
Toyota dealers in Denver CO. Toyota dealers in Castle Rock CO. Toyota dealers in Longmont
CO. Toyota dealers in Fort Collins CO. Toyota dealers in Colorado Springs CO. Toyota dealers
in Cheyenne WY. Toyota dealers in Pueblo CO. Toyota dealers in Laramie WY. Toyota dealers in
Gunnison CO. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Angel was
very helpful and knowledgeable about the car I purchased. He is a very professional young man
and I plan to purchase another car from him in the very near future. Sales people were very
knowledgeable and helpful. Explained all of the financing options with no pressure to make the
decision on that day. Highly recommend these folks if you looking for a truck. They go all out
making sure you get the deal you are wanting. They want to sell trucks not watch them sit in
their lot! They went above and beyond to make sure I got the deal I wanted and left happy! My
salesman was great the finance guy was great but the main manager was very short with me.
Overall, the best car buying experience. Orr Ford promptly responded to my request for info and
I was able to buy my Expedition the same day! Everyone in every department at Corwin is great!
They worked with us and got us the deal we wanted, they treated us with respect, and took the
time to answer our questions even days after our purchase. We got a good, fair deal and have
no regrets buying from them. We'll definitely be coming back here when we are ready to buy our
next vehicle. Wonderful experience, extremely helpful even if I did not get approval for this
vehicle they help me get into a different one. The saleswoman Brooke was very attentive and
very helpful answered all of my questions promptly. Phenomenal communication and follow up.
Best in Columbus area, and military friendly. Was not a good experience. Many problems with
truck. Tire light was on, bad shutter in the front end, and brakes were very soft. Tire monitoring
system was not working on truck either. Manager could not tell me finance rates or options.
Manager would not negotiate with price or options. Would not recommend this dealer. Theresa
and sales team were very accommodating and timely in answering my numerous questions and
responding to my requests for additional photos and videos of the Mercedes-Benz SLK. They
were friendly and helpful to my husband and I when we arrived to test drive the car. Our overall
customer experience was excellent. It made the 3. Very good experience, I would look at Fred's
selection first, the next time I am shopping for a car. Horrible experience. Increased offer to
book value as I was walking out. They played the slimy used dealership games. Wasted trip
from out of town. Hope this saves you one! Didn't respond to my initial message but did
respond to my follow-up about financing. Not the answer I wanted to hear, but they were fast
that second time. The dealer was very helpful in assisting me find the vehicle that meets my
needs. Would definitely do business in the near future as my wife is looking for a new vehicle as
well. Thank you Unique. The service I received was excellent. The dealer was friendly and quick
to respond. The car was in perfect condition. Overall, I had a great experience. Unlike
crossovers, SUVs are rugged, body-on-frame vehicles that trade efficient use of space and fuel
for capability, whether it be hauling heavy loads or crawling over rocks. Such has been the
appeal of the Toyota 4Runner, a rear-wheel-drive RWD or 4-wheel-drive 4WD model that has
filled that role since it was first introduced in the mids. CarGurus has reviewed the Toyota

4Runner several times in recent years, recognizing it with the following overall scores: 8. Pros :
Off-road capability, resale value Cons : Fuel economy, lack of engine choices and refinement,
dated design, absence of key features, mediocre safety scores. The fifth-generation 4Runner
debuted for the model year, offering somewhat tighter interior accommodations compared to its
predecessor and sharing various bits and pieces with the Tacoma pickup an FJ Cruiser SUV.
Available with standard 5-passenger or optional 7-passenger seating, the 4Runner could be
ordered in Base, SR5, Limited, or Trail Edition guise and, depending on configuration, RWD or a
choice of part-time or full-time 4WD systems. This year also saw the introduction of an available
horsepower 2. These mechanical changes led to towing capacity dropping from a maximum of
7, lbs. Nothing noteworthy changed for and, not surprisingly, the underpowered 4-cylinder
engine was dropped for the model year. These included a freshened appearance highlighted by
a massive new grille and slimmer headlights, interior tweaks, and added safety features like a
rearview camera and anti-sway control for towing. For , the Toyota 4Runner lineup expanded
with the launch of the off-road-oriented TRD Pro trim level and its upgraded suspension
components. Various package updates followed in , and then a black-accented Nightshade
Special Edition arrived for the model year. As the Toyota 4Runner entered the model year, it
underwent a host of significant upgrades, the least of which was the introduction of a Venture
trim level accented by unique wheels and a standard roof rack. This focus on tech had been
sorely missing in the 4Runner. A new, sixth-generation 4Runner is said to be in development
but, at the time of this writing, no details have been released. By , Toyota had completed its
fourth overhaul of the 4Runner. What had once been a rather bare-bones 2-door SUV with a
removable hardtop had transformed into a relatively sophisticated, 4-door multitool. Larger than
the model it replaced, the Toyota 4Runner provided seating for 5 and, for the first time, an
optional 4. This engine was mated to a 5-speed automatic transmission and was shared with the
Tundra pickup, which debuted a few years earlier. Alternatively, shoppers could opt for the
standard 4. Typically, little changes immediately following a redesign, yet the 4Runner offered a
newly available reversing camera and third-row seat. For , the 4-speed automatic transmission
was dropped and the V8 gained horsepower figures were later revised to horsepower for the V6
and horsepower for the V8 , while the 4Runner was treated to freshened styling. As the
fourth-generation Toyota 4Runner entered what would be the end of its run, standard
side-curtain and front-side airbags were added and then, in , a Trail Edition model arrived with
locking differentials and other upgrades. Vehicles such as the Nissan Pathfinder , once a
genuine SUV ready to tackle gnarly terrain, have since morphed into crossovers with less
off-road capability. The same can be said, to varying degrees, of models like the Ford Explorer
and Chevrolet Blazer. Clearly, there remain plenty of buyers for rugged body-on-frame SUVs.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Toyota 4Runner for Sale Nationwide. All Years
to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota 4Runner
listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Pros : Off-road capability,
resale value Cons : Fuel economy, lack of engine choices and refinement, dated design,
absence of key features, mediocre safety scores Model Generations Present Toyota 4Runner:
5th Generation In car design terms, 10 years might as well be a century. Read more. Even in its
expensive Limited trim, the Toyota 4Runner remains clearly purpose-built for tackling terrain.
Whether on a dusty cow path or snowy mountain road, the 4Runner looks
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most in its element whe. When crossovers rule, room is scarce for true off-road SUVs. Still, the
4Runner has managed to soldier on during times when fuel economy and plush rides are more
coveted than the ability to drive over. Toyota 4Runner Reviews Review. I have had a Lexus and
2 different 4 Runners. It would be nice if it had the push button lift for the tail gate but no big
deal. Ive only had it a week but I really like it. The rear window rolls down which will be handy
this summer to carry my kayak. The cargo area is very spacious. I like having 4WD since I work
in a hospital and have to be there no matter what. The manager at the dealership said, Once you

buy a Toyota you become a lifer. Why Use CarGurus? Toyota dealers in Atlanta GA. Toyota
dealers in Chicago IL. Toyota dealers in Dallas TX. Toyota dealers in Houston TX. Toyota
dealers in Los Angeles CA. Toyota dealers in Miami FL. Toyota dealers in New York NY. Toyota
dealers in Philadelphia PA. Toyota dealers in Washington DC.

